Agenda
Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group Board of Directors
BOARD MEETING
2-4:30pm, November 20th, 2018, Left Hand Water District Office
6800 Nimbus Road, Longmont, CO 80503
Welcome and Introductions

Christopher Smith

2:00 PM

Public comments on items not on the agenda

Christopher Smith

2:05 PM

SVLH Stream Management Plan

Sean Cronin

2:10 PM

SVCC Partnership Discussion

All

2:40 PM

Approval of Minutes

Christopher Smith

3:10 PM

2019 Draft Budget

Jessie Olson

3:20 PM

Projects Update

Jessie Olson

3:50 PM

Fundraising & Outreach Update

Jessie Olson

4:10 PM

Adjourn

Christopher Smith

4:30 PM

NOTE: LWOG will make reasonable accommodation for individuals with known disabilities at meeting and events
per our non-discrimination notice. Visitors needing accommodation are encouraged to contact any staff member
to request such accommodation 48 hours in advance of such event.

Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group - P.O. Box 1074 - Niwot, CO 80544-1074
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11/14/2018
To: Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group (LWOG) Board of Directors
From: Jessie Olson, LWOG Executive Director
RE: November board meeting agenda items
The purpose of this memo is to provide the LWOG BOD with an update on BOD agenda items in order to
better inform and prepare the LWOG BOD for the upcoming board meeting. This memo follows items listed
on the agenda for the upcoming 11/20/2018 meeting and includes other information-only items.

Meeting Minutes
Draft meeting minutes from October are attached (attachment 1) for review and approval.

St. Vrain & Left Hand Stream Management Plan
Sean Cronin from SVLHWCD will be here to give a presentation on the St. Vrain and Left Hand Stream
Management Plan. Bring your questions and comments! Consider what your vision for Left Hand Creek is
and how this plan may help achieve that vision.

St. Vrain Creek Coalition Partnership Discussion
The SVCC board will join us for a portion of the meeting to discuss the pilot partnership with LWOG. To
start the discussion, I’ve included the start of list of discussion items. We will add to and expand this list at
the meeting.
 LWOG and SVCC new contract and pending contract with CWCB to oversee contractors completing
warranty work, conduct site monitoring, and landowner communication.
 What do we hope to learn from pilot test of partnership?
o Better understand the strengths and weaknesses of a partnership between SVCC & LWOG.
o Better understand what opportunities are with partnering.
 Is it possible to expand services and programs to larger geography?
 Can we generating additional funding partnerships & add to long term
organizational sustainability?
o Better understand what the concerns are and if they can be overcome.
 Loss of individual identity
 Dilution of funding or dilution of impact
o Better understand options for partnering.
 New organization (hub with chapters) vs. merger (one new organization) vs.
absorb (existing organization with new name)
 Discuss timeline for continuing these discussions.

Financial statement & 2019 Budget
Per discussions last month, we will be presenting quarterly financial statements to the board while
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monthly reporting will still occur with the finance committee.
See attached budget memo and draft budget (attachment 2). We will discuss the draft at the board
meeting and will approve at the December board meeting.

Project updates
1. Adaptive Management, Stewardship & Monitoring
Monitoring activities have continued this month and we anticipate completing all field work at project sites
by the end of the month. We also completed several warranty and maintenance related activities this
month at project sites:
 weed whacking sweet clover, re-seeding areas with low germination, and planting container stock
at 63rd street.
 Spraying invasive cheat grass, Russian olive and other invasive plants at Ranch project site.
 Mowing and reseeding areas of 73rd street project site.
 Handpulling invasive mullein and reseeding areas with low germination at Streamcrest.
 Replanting willow stakes at Upper Lefthand.
At 63rd street, one landowner has decided to forgo participation with LWOG into the future. I will give a brief
overview of this situation at the meeting.

2. Community Science Strategic Plan & Tools
This project kicked off this month and staff traveled to Fort Collins for a day-long planning meeting with the
consultant team at CitSci. A few key insights and take-home messages from the meeting include:




A desire for the program to result in both education and science outcomes (i.e. quality science/data
collected and educated community);
A desire to offer a menu of options/entry points for participants and an opportunity for participants
to come up with their own data collection ideas;
A desire to leverage kickoff workshop/event for recruitment for participants of core simple
protocols, and opportunity to recruit for more in depth protocols.

We will give a presentation and have a more in-depth discussion regarding this project at a future board
meeting.

3. 63rd Street Extension
We received notification from DOLA that this project has been successfully closed out and met all
compliance requirements. We are now waiting for final payment processing.

4. St. Vrain & Left Hand Stream Management Plan
This past month, LWOG help organize the 1st community open house for the SMP and participated in the
agriculture stakeholder group meeting.

5. DOLA CDBG-DR Legacy Projects
This project is currently in the design phase. Draft conceptual designs are complete and have been reviewed
by landowners. Now contractors are working on developing engineering (CAD-based) drawings,
incorporating all feedback from landowners and stakeholders. Once complete, these designs will be
submitted to Boulder County and the other permitting agencies. Our subcontractor, who is responsible for
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completing the topographic surveys, has been delayed due to issues with instrumentation. This has led to
delays in completing the CAD-based design. We have had to postpone our community meeting in order to
accommodate the delays in the design. We also learned that nesting eagles in one of our project reaches will
cause additional delays to the project, because we will be unable to complete construction activities until
fall of 2019. Thus, we are working with DOLA to grant an extension on the project, and expect the new grant
deadline to be in 2020. In terms of stakeholder outreach, we will also present draft designs to Left Hand
Ditch Company this month to ensure the project does not impact their ability to deliver water.

6. River Watch Water Quality Monitoring & LHWD Metals Monitoring
At the December board meeting, Glenn will give a presentation to discuss results of the LWOG (and other)
water quality sampling that took place before, during, and after mine related releases. In the meantime,
here is a brief report from Glenn: Metals tests do not show any significant elevation in concentration but pH
tests continue to be low and quite acidic for a creek at California Gulch 4.2 (10/26), 4.5 (11/4), 4.7 (11/12)
respectfully. The water was still orange and turbid at California Gulch, indicating precipitation of iron oxides
by the low pH as of 11/12. The other sites he sampled had pH values very similar to those on the 4th, in the
range of 6.1 to 6.6. He found a few living bugs at all of the other sites, and a living trout at the Haldi Intake.

7. Fish Passage Feasibility Study and Education Initiative
We are in the process of executing the contract from CWCB WSRF grant and expect to begin this project next
month. To accommodate the reduction in funding due to grants that were not awarded for this project, we
adjusted the budget to move tasks from consultant fish biologist/technician to LWOG staff (Deb, who is a
fish biologist). Consultants will still be involved; however, we will utilize Deb’s expertise as a fish biologist to
extend her role to working more closely with consultants on project deliverables.
We will be holding an internal kick off meeting this month and then will schedule a formal kickoff meeting
with project stakeholders in December. Via the Legacy project, we’ve also started reconnaissance level
surveys this fall to better understand fish passage issues and completed pre-project fish surveys.

Update on Fundraising and Outreach










We have our end of year celebration and watershed red tasting at Left Hand Brewery Friday
November 16th! Hope to see you all there.
Staff have been gearing up for Colorado Gives Day coming up on December 4th. We will discuss
some goals and strategies we have this year and requests for board participation.
We have a new business partnership menu of options that I will share with the board at the
meeting.
I presented at SVLHWCD board meeting this month to highlight the return on their investment in
2018.
I gave a presentation highlighting benefits of partnership between the agriculture community and
LWOG at the Ag-Water alliance SMP workshop this month.
I gave a presentation to CU-Boulder Restoration Ecology class last month about the process of
writing a management plan.
I met with the president of Left Hand Brewery to discuss potential future partnerships.
We co-hosted two volunteer events at the Streamcrest project site this month to do additional
seeding, in partnership with WRV.
Update on our grant applications.
o We did not receive the Boulder Community Foundation grant (3K).
o We submitted the CWCB Watershed restoration grant on November 2nd. The total request
ended up being $216K.
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Staff Items




This has been previously discussed with Chris but wanted to let the board know that all of LWOG
staff will be out of the office between Christmas and New Years and the office will be “closed.”
Staff will set up an auto reply to explain the office is closed and that we will respond once we
return.
Staff performance reviews will take place in December and executive session will be held at the
December board meeting for my review.

Attachments:
1. BOD meeting minutes
2. Draft 2019 Budget
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Attachments 1
BOD meeting minutes
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Board Meeting Minutes 10/16/2018
Attendees
Chris Smith (with proxy for Sean Cronin, Ken Lenarcic, Pat Cypher)
Kathy Peterson
Mark Schueneman
Chris Wiorek
Clarissa Hageman
Jessie Olson
Yana Sorokin
Deb Hummel
Monica Bortolini
Gabe Turek
Paul Hollingshead
Sue Schauffler
Marti Korthase
Julie Trumpler
Welcome and Introductions
Chris called the meeting to order at 2:04 and went through introductions.
Public comments on items not on the agenda
Chris asked for items not on the agenda.
Marti K. asked for a few requests at the opening of the meeting:
1. Marti asked for someone to spray a wider path in early spring before the bees come out.
2. Marti asked for additional seeding and to see if LWOG has the funds to do that.
3. Marti asked for help with property to the East which has concerning crack willow
encroachment.
Jessie explained that we have weed removal planned for the fall and spring, as well as
reseeding for the fall, and Deb will be in touch about that. Jessie also explained that there is a
grant possibility for weed removal, but we need 50% match which could be provided by the
landowner. With house up for sale, Chris S. suggested that Matri introduce us to new owners to
discuss possibilities for match. Anticipated at about $30K total.
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Chris added the Rick Kauvar resigned from the BOD but that he will continue participating on
the Stream Management Plan. Rick wishes everyone well and he will continue to participate
where he can. Gabe suggested a tracking initiative that could help board members keep up with
progress about their vested interests.
Approval of Minutes (Chris S)
Sue S. noted her name is misspelled. Kathy moved, Chris W. seconded to approve the minutes
with spelling correction from the August meeting. Motion carried unanimously.
Monthly Financial Report (Jessie)
Jessie mentioned that Catherine is doing various training for nonprofit financial management.
She recommends that frequency of review is reduced to quarterly for the entire board. Jessie,
Chris S. and Kathy agreed on a simpler monthly report and a comprehensive quarterly report
with the agreement to check in periodically on how the new procedure works and impacts cost
of the reports based on Julie T’s suggestion.

















Three Reaches: Complete, reflects all spending.
63rd Street: Complete, reflects all spending.
New Capacity Grant: Hope for extension on this through July.
Hinman: Still need to close out.
Legacy: In full force since July.
CDBG-DR Stewardship: Reflects 65k addition.
CWCB Fundraising Grant: 10% of salaries, expires in December.
CWCB Adaptive Management: This is one of three pots of money for adaptive
management. We first spend down Legacy to the extent we can bill to it, then we spend
out this grant, and lastly we use the LWOG grant.
CWCB Community Science Plan: Time spent developing plan.
LWOG Adaptive Management: Name and tasks have been updated.
Stream Management Plan: LWOG is a sub to Biohabitats to do outreach.
DRMS Monitoring: Money in anticipation of a new purchase order.
Metal Monitoring: Small contract with LHWD which ends in December.
OSMP Monitoring: Small research grant with City of Boulder to do our adaptive
management work on their property.
LWOG General Fund: Reflects expenses for operational billing, not project specific.
Balance Sheet: Jessie pointed out new unearned grant revenue which is money we got
in advance of doing the work.
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Kathy noted that we still haven’t received $3,000 from BOCO which we usually receive in April.
Chris and Jessie asked Clarissa to double check on status.
Monica asked if Glenn is doing monitoring. Jessie explained that Jessie is doing a lot of
monitoring including water quality, photo monitoring, SVAP, and cross sections.
Kathy moved to accept financials as explained, Monica seconded, motion carried unanimously.
Cross Watershed Partnership Update (Jessie)
Jessie asked for questions. Kathy mentioned she is not sold on the idea outside of a potential
pilot project. Jessie mentioned she is excited about pilot testing with the SVCC so we can find
out whether it will work. (They no longer have staff but have contracted with LWOG to do some
of the work previously done by staff). Jessie is also talking with Jim Bryant about developing our
own program, activities, tools and making them robust and then testing them in other parts of
the state. Chris S mentioned this falls more under fee for service while continually working on
developing repeatable and scalable tools within our organization. Discussion ensued (see
handout). Kathy suggested a Watershed Network. Monica mentioned that City of Longmont is
excited about the benefits that LWOG is providing and is exploring a potential multi-year
agreement to pull budget from various departments. Chris W. asked about practicality of
increasing representation of different entities on the Board. Overall agreement was to proceed
cautiously and pilot test. Gabe emphasized the importance of cataloguing unmet needs in the
boarder community for presenting a better story to larger funders. Jessie talked about the
importance of developing modular tools that can be scalable and repeatable, and set our
watershed up as a model and do programs across other watersheds using our models. Chris W.
asked about what may happen in areas where coalitions dwindled away and if we could do
projects down the road in other watersheds. Jessie agreed that would be possible and the
board could consider each instance and potentially add a subcommittee to bring in additional
representation as needed. Sue S. added that conversations should continue with others
including the counties and the state to talk about what the future needs to look like. Jessie
added that our name creates a narrow focus and we are getting closer to the time when we
should start thinking about this. The conclusion was to proceed with the pilot project with SVCC
and see what happens.
Fundraising/Outreach Update (Jessie)
Jessie shared updated grant tracking list and discussed grants that we received and didn’t
receive (see list). Jessie also presented list of tasks for new grant application for CWCB
Watershed Restoration plan (see handout). Jessie asked for support letters for the grant.
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Health Insurance (Chris)
Chris S. explained proposed health insurance changes. Sue S. asked for clarification about billing
rates. Jessie explained the process for researching health insurance options and directors
provided some suggestions. Chris S. pointed out Employee Handbook policy related to benefits.
Kathy P. moved that LWOG offer health insurance for eligible employees provided that legal
and budgetary limits allow such benefit at this time, Mark S. seconded, motion carried
unanimously.
Monitoring Update (Jessie)
Jessie provided monitoring update (see presentation).
Legacy Project Design Review (Jessie)
Jessie provided design update (see presentation).
Adjournment
The regular meeting was adjourned at 4:30 PM.
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Attachment 2
2019 Draft Budget
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11/13/2018
To: LWOG Board of Directors
From: Jessie Olson, LWOG Executive Director
RE: 2019 Budget
____________________________________________________________________________
The purpose of this memo is to provide a brief narrative on the proposed 2019 budget for Lefthand
Watershed Oversight Group.

2019 Budget
The rolled up summary page of the budget, attached, summarizes expected carryover, revenue and
expenses per funding source. Draft versions of this budget were reviewed by the LWOG finance
committee and the LWOG bookkeeper. Revenue is broken up by (1) staffing grants (2) unrestricted
revenue (3) project revenue. Expenses are broken up by (1) personnel (broken up by fundraising,
program, and project expenses) (2) operations (broken up by fundraising and other) (3) project expenses
that are non-personnel. The board will adopt the first page of the attached budget. The expected
revenues and expenses are summarized by category below:


Carryover from Prior Year includes the net difference between revenue and expenses from
the previous year.



Revenue sources are broken up by staff grants and unrestricted revenue (including LWOG
board partner contributions, general fund donations, and in-kind office space donations), and
project specific revenue (which includes project specific donations and grants). Donations could
be from corporations, businesses, individuals, foundations, or board partner contributions and
are generally noted in the notes section of the budget.



Personnel service costs include staff salaries, taxes, unemployment insurance, and
benefits. Benefits for full-time staff include an IRA which is matched by 3% from LWOG and
health insurance. Personnel service costs are funded by a combination of a staffing grant from
Colorado Division of Local Affairs (DOLA) Community Development Block Grants for Disaster
Recovery (CDBG-DR), LWOG partner contributions, general fund donations, and project specific
grants. Total expected revenue available for personnel is 3.15 FT, but may be more depending
on project needs, workloads, and grants received.



Operations/Program costs include expenses and contract services related to organizational
function. These are funded primarily by the LWOG general fund. In addition, when allowable,
we will charge proportional amounts of operational expenses to grants. For example, when

Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group - P.O. Box 1074 - Niwot, CO 80544-1074
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grant revenue is generated using billing rates that include a markup for overhead. Operational
expenses include items such as insurance fees, bookkeeper and audit services, mileage,
trainings, legal fees, cell phone fees, office and field supplies, etc. Rent was assumed to
continue as an in-kind contribution from Left Hand Water District at a value of $32,108 annually
based on review of comparable rent and utility costs. The LWOG general fund revenue comes
from partner organizations including Left Hand Water District, Saint Vrain and Left Hand Water
Conservancy District, Left Hand Ditch Company and Boulder County and general fund donations
from individuals or corporations.


Project Costs utilize project-specific grants or project-specific donations. Costs include any
necessary materials, supplies, permit fees, hiring of contractors, consultants and others. Project
costs are broken up between LWOG staff (personnel) costs related to project delivery and
project expenses such as permit fees, hiring of consultants or contractors, and project materials
and supplies. Projects include:
1. DOLA CDBG-DR Legacy Project: Left Hand Canyon Restoration ($1,597,192)

This is funding for nine canyons restoration projects in addition to stewardship at our EWP
project sites. The project includes costs for LWOG staff to oversee the project, complete
grant administration, conduct landowner outreach, completing monitoring and
stewardship activities, and for the design-build team to develop designs, acquire permits,
and construct nine newly funded project areas along Left Hand Canyon Drive. The project is
expected to get an extension through spring 2020. $100,000 of this grant is match for the
CWCB adaptive management grant.
2. DOLA CDBG-DR 63rd Street Extension (N/A)

This is a contracted design-build project that was completed in 2018. 100% of funding went
to the design/build contracting team. Included for reference purposes.
3. DOLA CDBG-DR Three Reaches (N/A)

This is a contracted design-build project (funding EWP projects) that was completed in
2018. Included for reference purposes.
4. CDBG-DR Stewardship Handbook & Citizen Science ($45,000)

This is a contracted project to produce tools and an app associated with our adaptive
management plan and community science program. We have hired CitSci to complete the
development of the tools/app. The total grant amendment for this phase of the project is
$65,000 and the grant expires in March 2019. This is match funding for CWCB Community
Science and Gates Family Foundation grant below.
5. CWCB Adaptive Management ($41,771)

Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group - P.O. Box 1074 - Niwot, CO 80544-1074
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This is a contracted grant for stewardship, monitoring, and adaptive management at our
EWP and DOLA Legacy project sites. The total grant is for $176,000 and expires in 2020. We
expect to spend $41,771 in 2019 on LWOG personnel, weed contractors, and plant
materials.
6. LWOG Adaptive Management ($3,000)

This is LWOG generated revenue from our “stewardship/M&M fund campaign” and match
for our CWCB adaptive management grant. We expect to first spend down the CWCB
adaptive management grant and then spend this down last. In 2019, we expect to use this
funding to pay for items that are ineligible for funding at via CWCB such as food for
volunteer stewardship events or irrigation supplies and maintenance. This is also an ongoing program and funding campaign. We anticipate raising $10,000 in 2019.
7. CWCB Community Science ($10,672)

This is a contracted CWCB Water Plan grant to develop LWOG’s community science
strategic plan. This includes funding for LWOG staff to help develop the plan and oversee
the consultant team. The grant expires in 2020 and is $35,000 total. We expect to spend
$10,672 in 2019. This is match for Gates Family Foundation & CDBG-DR Planning grant.
8. Gates Family Foundation Community Science Program ($24,247)

This is a contracted grant to develop LWOG’s community science strategic plan. This
includes funding for LWOG staff to help develop the plan and oversee the consultant team
as well as funding to pay the consultant team. The grant expires in 2020 and is $42,500
total. We received all the revenue in advance of the project and expect to spend $24,247 in
2019. This is match for Gates Family Foundation & CDBG-DR Planning grant. This is also an
on-going program and funding campaign. Currently we have a Patagonia grant under review
which would generate more revenue for community science program implementation.
9. OSMP Monitoring ($5,090)

This is a grant with the City of Boulder OSMP research program and includes funding to
extend LWOG’s adaptive management & monitoring efforts onto City of Boulder properties
along Left Hand. We have received one year of funding in 2018 and plan to apply again in
January 2019.
10. LHWD Metals Monitoring (N/A)

This is a fee for service project with LHWD and it expires in 2018. Included for reference
purposes.
11. CWCB WSRF Fish Passage ($31,336)

This is an awarded grant for our fish passage feasibility assessment and education initiative.
The funds will be used for LWOG staff and contracting team to complete the assessment.
Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group - P.O. Box 1074 - Niwot, CO 80544-1074
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The grant is for $50,000 total and expires in 2020. We expect to use $31,336 in 2019. Match
funding comes from LWOG fish passage donations below as well as $14,000 from CDBG-DR
Legacy project.
12. LWOG Fish Passage Donations ($10,079)

These are funds raised from individuals and the SVLHWCD for the fish passage assessment
and education initiative. We expect to spend the entire amount raised in 2019.
13. SVLH Stream Management Plan ($5,352)

LWOG is fulfilling the community outreach role in the SVLH Stream Management Plan
process as a subcontractor to Biohabitats. The total contract is for $7,852 and expires in
2019.
14. DRMS Water Quality Monitoring ($4,999)

DRMS anticipates paying under $5,000 for LWOG to complete water quality monitoring in
Left Hand Creek. Purchase order is anticipated in spring 2019.
15. CWCB Science & Stewardship ($31,380)

This is a pending grant application that was submitted in November 2018. This grant would
be used to continue our adaptive restoration experiments in the canyon, start a new pilot
stewardship project with Boulder County, and a new fire mitigation project with Left Hand
Fire District. The grant also includes funding for project oversight, strategic planning, and
fundraising. The application was for $216,412 total and would expire in May of 2021.
16. SVCC Fee for Service ($9,900)

This is a fee for service project with the St. Vrain Creek Coalition to complete project
oversight of warranty work and monitoring at EWP project sites. Currently we have a
contract for $4,400 with SVCC and another $5,500 is anticipated from CWCB. Both contracts
will expire June 2019.


Balance Carryforward is the net difference between the Carryover and revenue minus
expenses.



Board Designated Reserve Funds are fundraising campaigns underway including
Stewardship campaign with provides funding for project maintenance and monitoring, the fish
passage feasibility study & education initiative, the community science plan & implementation.



Available Unrestricted Carryover Funds is the net difference between the Carryforward
funds and Board Designated Reserve Funds.

Attachments
1. 2019 Budget
Lefthand Watershed Oversight Group - P.O. Box 1074 - Niwot, CO 80544-1074
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2019 Budget Summary
DRAFT 11‐13‐2018
2017
Actual

2018
2018 Actual Projected
Thru 10/31
Actual

2018
Budget

2019
Budget

Notes

Carryover from Prior Year
Total Carryover

$18,277

$70,089

$70,089

$70,089

$157,555

$175,677
$0
$11,788
$30,500

$129,758
$15,000
$18,867
$38,500

$109,803
$11,131
$14,493
$27,500

$109,803
$17,688
$17,024
$30,500

$0
$52,312
$0
$42,500

Total Revenue

$3,224
$32,108
$2,144,981
$2,398,279

$30,000
$32,108
$1,493,300
$1,757,533

$312
$32,108
$713,023
$908,371

$2,500
$32,108
$774,262
$983,886

$50,000
$32,108
$1,808,201
$1,985,121

Personnel- Fundraising
Personnel- Programs (Cap grant & Unrestricted)
Personnel- Programs/Projects (Restricted)
Personnel Subtotal
Operations-Fundraising
Operations-Other
Operations Subtotal
Contractors/Consultants/Project Supplies

$13,020
$149,275
$11,427
$173,722
$311
$71,479
$71,790
$2,100,955

$24,127
$151,969
$68,000
$244,096
$2,500
$85,597
$88,097
$1,395,300

$13,803
$80,169
$116,918
$210,890
$1,221
$81,702
$82,923
$536,323

$16,524
$87,282
$138,664
$242,469
$1,800
$85,718
$87,518
$566,432

$20,902
$52,312
$184,987
$258,201
$1,000
$87,741
$88,741
$1,613,650

Total Expenses $2,346,466 $1,727,493

$830,136

$896,420

$1,960,592

Revenue Sources-2018 and 2019
CDBG-DR Cap Grant (Through June 2018)
CDBG-DR Cap Grant (Through July 2019)
CWCB Fundraising Grant
LWOG Board Partners (Unrestricted)
General Fund Donations (Unrestricted)
Rent (LHWD- In Kind)
Project or Program Revenue (Restricted)

2018 and 2019 Expenses

Balance Carryforward

$70,089

$100,129

$148,324

$157,555

$182,085

Stewardship Campaign (M&M/Adaptive Management)

$30,535

$35,000

$55,067

$51,475

$58,475

Fish Passage Feasibility Study & Education Initiative

$0

$0

$5,079

$5,079

$0

Community Science Plan & Implementation

$0

$0

$42,500

$37,000

$22,753

Reserve Funds Subtotal
AVALABLE UNRESTRICTED CARRYOVER
FUNDS

$30,535

$35,000

$102,646

$93,554

$81,228

$39,554

$65,129

$45,678

$64,002

$100,857

Board Designated Reserve Funds
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2019 Budget Details
DRAFT 11‐13‐2018
2017
Actual

2018
2018 Actual Projected
Thru 10/31
Actual

2018
Budget

2019
Budget

Notes

Carryover from Prior Year
Total Carryover

$18,277

$70,089

$70,089

$70,089

CDBG-DR Cap Grant (Through June 2018)
CDBG-DR Cap Grant (Through July 2019)
CWCB Fundraising Grant
LWOG Board Partners

$175,677
$0
$11,788
$30,500

$129,758
$15,000
$18,867
$38,500

$109,803
$11,131
$14,493
$27,500

$109,803
$17,688
$17,024
$30,500

General Fund Donations
Rent (LHWD- In Kind)
Project or Program Revenue

$3,224
$32,108

$30,000
$32,108

$312
$32,108

$2,500
$32,108

$157,555

Revenue Sources-2018 and 2019

(1) DOLA CDBG-DR Legacy Project
(2) DOLA CDBG-DR 63rd Street Ex.
(3) DOLA CDBG-DR Three Reaches
(4) CDBG-DR Stewardship Handbook & Citizen
Science
(5) CWCB Adaptive Management

(6) LWOG Adaptive Management
(7) CWCB Community Science
(8) Community Science Program
(9) OSMP Monitoring
(10) LHWD Metals Monitoring
(11) CWCB WSRF Fish Passage

$0 Closed 6/3/2018
$52,312 Assuming extension through July 2019
$0 Expires December 2018
$42,500
$50,000
$32,108
Assuming extension through 2019. Assume
3K of audit and 10K bookkeeping can be
$1,597,192 expensed to the grant.
$0 Closed 7/31/18
$0 Closed 7/31/18

$0
$90,525
$1,832,654

$924,800
$375,000
$80,000

$97,133
$359,475
$119,679

$132,538
$359,475
$119,679

$185,083
$0

$46,500
$20,000

$46,643
$260

$66,643
$2,500

$45,000 Expires 3/31/19
$41,771 Expires in 2020, $176,000 budget total
Individuals, corporations, partner donations.
On-going funding campaign for stewardship
$10,000 program (and match for CWCB grant).

$30,535

$35,000

$24,532

$24,532

$0

$0

$1,696

$2,000

$0

$0

$42,500

$42,500

$0

$0

$5,500

$5,500

$1,353

$7,000

$3,318

$6,318

$0

$0

$0

$0

$10,672 Water plan grant 35K total. Expires in 2020
Gates FF (received entire grant in 2019).
$10,000 Pending patagonia grant application
2018 Received. 2019 Pending. Grant
$5,600 application due January 2019.
$0 Expires December 2018.
Currently in contracting phase. 50K grant,
$31,336 expires 2020.
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(12) LWOG Fish Passage Donations
(13) SVLH Stream Management Plan
(14) DRMS Water Quality Monitoring
(15) CWCB Science & Stewardship
(16) SVCC Fee for Service
Total Revenue

5K individual donations recieved; 5K
$5,000 committed from SVLHWCD.
$5,352 Current contract with Biohabitats
$4,999 Committed 2019.
$31,380 Pending (application submitted Nov. 2018)
Pending (one contract executed with SVCC,
$9,900 one pending from CWCB)

$0

$0

$5,079

$5,079

$0
$4,832
$0

$0
$5,000
$0

$2,210
$4,999
$0

$2,500
$4,999
$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$2,398,279

$1,757,533

$908,371

$983,886

$140,564
$35,113

$96,969
$32,789

$67,593
$42,210

$67,593
$42,210

$0

$15,000

$11,131

$17,688

$52,312

$11,788
$0

$16,367
$2,500

$13,272
$1,221

$15,524
$1,500

$0
$0

$1,232
$8,711

$7,760
$40,000

$531
$1,445

$1,000
$2,000

$20,902
$0

$197,408

$211,385

$137,403

$147,516

$73,214

$0
$0
$210
$0
$0
$270
$1,230
$0
$1,182

$7,000
$2,500
$0
$0
$600
$1,400
$1,000
$500
$1,000

$2,128
$0
$186
$0
$534
$347
$543
$0
$1,876

$5,000
$0
$200
$0
$959
$500
$550
$0
$2,000

$20,000
$2,500
$250
$14,000
$2,580
$1,500
$2,000
$1,000
$2,303

$1,985,121

2018 and 2019 Expenses
CDBG-DR Cap Grant (Through July 2018)
LWOG Personnel
Operations
CDBG-DR Cap Grant (Through July 2019)
LWOG Personnel
CWCB Fundraising Grant
LWOG Personnel
Operations
LWOG General Fund- Personnel
LWOG Personnel- Fundraising
LWOG Personnel- Other
Subtotal Programs

$0 Closed 6/30/18
$0 Closed 6/30/18

LWOG Operating Expenses
Bookkeeping
Tax Prep
Bank fees
Audit
Phone
Mileage
Trainings and Conferences
Field Supplies
Misc. Supplies & Service
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Insurance
Website
Software
Postage and Shipping
Printing/Copying and Office Supplies
Meeting Materials and Supplies
Event Expenses
Legal Review and Assistance
Fundraising Expenses
Rent (LHWD- In Kind)

$94
$197
$436
$21
$0
$113
$505
$0
$311
$32,108

$1,000
$300
$500
$450
$500
$750
$200
$3,000
$0
$32,108

$465
$120
$526
$141
$0
$467
$50
$0
$0
$32,108

$465
$200
$526
$250
$0
$500
$250
$0
$300
$32,108

$4,000
$500
$1,000
$700
$1,000
$1,000
$300
$1,000
$1,000
$32,108

Subtotal Operations

$36,677

$52,808

$39,491

$43,808

$88,741

$0
$0
$90,525

$35,000
$889,800
$375,000

$38,178
$72,360
$359,475

$58,178
$74,360
$359,475

$8,076
$1,824,578

$20,000
$60,000

$64,053
$55,625

$64,053
$55,625

$185,083

$46,500

$46,643

$66,643

$45,000

$0
$0

$0
$20,000

$0
$260

$0
$2,500

$28,883
$10,000

$0
$0

$10,000
$0

$3,497
$94

$4,000
$94

$0
$3,000

$0
$0

$0
$0

$1,341
$0

$2,000
$0

$9,247
$500

$0

$0

$216

$500

$9,247

Project Expenses
(1) DOLA CDBG-DR Legacy Project
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(2) DOLA CDBG-DR 63rd Street Ex.
(3) DOLA CDBG-DR Three Reaches
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(4) CDBG-DR Stewardship Handbook & Citizen
Science

$84,192
$1,500,000 includes LWOG mileage
$0
$0
$0
$0

(5) CWCB Adaptive Management
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(6) LWOG Adaptive Management
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(7) CWCB Community Science
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(8) Gates FF Community Science
LWOG Personnel
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Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(9) OSMP Monitoring
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(10) LHWD Metals Monitoring
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(11) CWCB WSRF Fish Passage
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(12) LWOG Fish Passage
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(13) SVLH Stream Management Plan
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(14) DRMS Water Quality Monitoring
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(15) CWCB Science & Stewardship
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
(16) SVCC
LWOG Personnel
Other (Contractors/Consultants/Materials)
Projects Subtotal

$0

$0

$0

$5,000

$15,000

$0
$0

$0
$0

$924
$0

$4,000
$500

$5,090
$0

$288
$769

$3,000
$4,000

$1,184
$1,631

$3,500
$2,000

$0
$0
Still in contracting phase

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$10,361
$20,000
No expenses yet

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$10,079
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$1,406
$235

$1,700
$235

$4,816
$150

$3,063
$0

$0
$0

$6,119
$0

$733
$0

$4,999
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$9,483
$20,000

$0
$0
$2,112,382

$0
$0
$1,463,300

$0
$0
$653,241

$0
$0
$705,096

$8,590
$0
$1,798,637

TOTAL EXPENSES $2,346,466 $1,727,493

$830,136

$896,420

$1,960,592

$148,324

$157,555

$182,085

BALANCE CARRYFORWARD

$70,089

$100,129
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Restricted Funds
Stewardship Campaign (M&M/Adaptive Management)

$30,535

$35,000

$55,067

$51,475

Corporations, City of Longmont, Individual
$58,475 donations

Fish Passage Feasibility Study & Education Initiative

$0

$0

$5,079

$5,079

$0 SVLHWCD donation, Individual donations

Community Science Plan & Implementation

Reserve Funds Subtotal

$0
$30,535

$0
$35,000

$42,500
$102,646

$37,000
$93,554

AVALABLE UNRESTRICTED CARRYOVER
FUNDS

$39,554

$65,129

$45,678

$64,002

Gates Family Foundation, Pending Patagonia
$22,753 grant
$81,228

$100,857
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